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INTRODUCTION
In a certain class of three-dimensional problems asso­
ciated with sinusoidal wave motion, a displacement u, at 
any point (x,y,z), must satisfy the wave equation
+ J \ -  + i,2« = 0
where k is a constant.
The elliptic cylindrical coordinates ( ^ , z ) can
be related to the rectangular coordinates by the equations 
X = c cosh g cos K| 
y = c sinhj sin rj 
z = z
where c is an arbitrary real parameter, 0 < g < od ,
0 < >̂ < 2-n and -od < z < oa Thus the surface ^  - g ̂  repre­
sents an elliptic cylinder
 £   +   1o p  ? ?c cosh c sinho -*o
and the surface »| = is defined by the hyperbolic
cylinder
^ - = 1.
c cos c sin~
To transform the wave equation to elliptical coordinates,
write
X  + iy = c cosh^ cos yj + ic sinh sin q
= c cosh ( + i “I )
- 0 cosh 00 .
— 1-
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Then
— 2 —
J = x-iy = c cosh g cos - Ic sinh ̂  sin ̂
= c cosh ( J - 1 )
= c cosh ÛJ
= JjL.. J L ^  + J-3L-. J_Z_ = .jjL. . 1 + A. =
(?r 3% c?r (9y j ar c?x 2 ^?y 21
1 r_^Ji_ _L 1 jL3i_i2 ^ X 1 y
^ _ 1 r <j / (ju , 1 _ju \ X .  i_ /„£u_ ■ 1 \ ^y 1
Jjfèj ■* 2 '• c?x  ̂c^x 1 ~7y  ̂ g)p cPy ̂ c?x i P y  ^
or 4
■ 5 ' 1 7 "  3 7
P^u P^u , P^u
r Px^ P"ŷ
^ 2  ^2 ^ 2
Similarly, !+ -r r-=- = — ;— 0-  + 'r y- .P i o P 6u
Since jr= o cosho) and ÿ = c cosh üj ; - y y  = —
P ̂ _______ 1 P ̂  _ n P ̂  _ n
P p  - c sinhôT» P 7  " P r " ^*
Therefore = c slnhlv 'pIÏT " 7 %  = c sinhlZZ " 7 &  *
P^u ^ 1______________  P^u
 ̂y è T  c^sinh(it) sinh^ P ̂  P ̂
. P2 P 2 ,2 4 J 2
+
U3P f P r px^ Py^ c^slnh<zu sinh 6u P
2c sinh<x> sinh o>
( ^ 4  + - ~ ) .c^(cosh 25 - cos 2 /j ) PS^
]2 j2 j2 i2
Therefore — — ^ + — r-? = — 0--------------------  (— ;— ? + — 7-7 ).P X p y c (cosh 2j- - cos 2^ ) Pf P̂ |
Thus the wave equation in elliptic cylindrical co-ordinates is
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2
^ ( c o s h  2J - cos 2^ )u = 0 ,
We now assume a solution u of the form u = M(^)m(^)Z(z) 
can be found, and we insert this expression into the equation, 
obtaining
mZ + MZ + ^ ( c o s h  2J - cos 2 « ) Mm -
d|"^ ^ ( dz^
2 c^+ k (cosh 2J - cos 2 ^ ) m MZ = 0 .
By the method of separation of variables, we divide through
j 2 « / \ g
by u and replace — ^ b y  ( - a  ) getting
d"̂ z
1 4 ELf 1 4- i ^  + ^(oosh 2e - cos 2h )(-a^) +
d j dq ‘
_2.2
— ^  (cosh 2J - cos 2 ) = 0 .
Hence we obtain the following three ordinary differential 
equations,
■
,2_
2 2 
^ + C-A + V  cosh 2f  ]M( f ) = 0
^ ^^ A ) + [ A -  %- (k^-a^) cos 2 n ] m( *7 ) = 0  
d I t
^ ) + a^Z(z) = 0.
dz
The first and second of these equations are known as the 
modified Mathieu equation and the Mathieu equation, respectively, 
The last is the simple hormonic equation.
We write the Mathieu equation in the form
2
+ [a-2q cos 2 z]y = 0.
dz'̂
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In this thesis we propose to discuss solutions of the 
Mathieu equation only.
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CHAPTER I 
FUNCTIONS OF INTEGRAL ORDER
2
+ (a-2q cos 2z)y = 0 is the standard form of the (1.1)
dz^ 2
Mathieu equation with a, q = k real parameters, whose coef­
ficients are periodic functions. For the present we shall con­
fine our attention to solutions having period n or 2n in z.
When q = 0, the equation becomes + ay = 0 .  Putting
2 dza = m , m = 1, 2, 3, ... we obtain solutions cos mz, sin mz.
We shall adopt the convention that the coefficients A of
A cos mz and B of B sin mz are unity unless stated otherwise.
When q ^ 0, a must be a function of q for the solution
of the Mahtieu equation to have period n or 2n, We write
2 2 1 a = m + a^q + a^q + a^q-^ + ..., then when q = 0 the equation
d2 2
reduces to — ^  + m y = 0 whose solutions are cos m z , sin ms 
d.2
adopting the positive sign foi- convened on.
To illustrate one method of finding a particular periodic
solution of the Mathieu equation, consider the case where
2 2 a = m = 1 when q = 0. Then a = 1 + a^q + a^q + a^q^ + .. . .
Since the solution is to reduce to, say, cos z when q vanishes.
2we assume that y = cos z + q c^(z) + q 02(2 ) + ... with the ci's
to be determined. Substituting into the Mathieu equation,
2 3y" + ay - 2q cos 2zy == - cos z + qc^” + q c^" + q. + ...,
2+ cos z + q(c^ + a^cos z) + q (Cg + z ) +
+ q^(c^ + a^Cg + °'2°1 °'3 ^ ) + • • •
2 0- q(cos z + cos 3z) - 2q c^ cos 2z - 2q-^Cg cos 2z -...=0,
”5”
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Equating coefficients of like powers of q to zero gives for 
q°: cos z - cos z = 0,
and for
q: c^" + - cos + (a^-1) cos z = 0,
The particular integral corresponding to (a^-1) cos la is the 
non-periodic function ^(1-a^) z sin z. Since y is to be 
periodic, this term must vanish, so a, = 1, while c,”+ c, =X X X j' ■' •-'i
COS 3z, IÎovf the particular integral of v ” ■+ v = A cos mz
is -A...... .^ 1), so with A = 1 and m = 3, c^ = - & cos 3z,'
(m^-1) ^ °
Inclusion of the complementary function of (1,0) in (1,0a) 
would involve a term in q sin z and q cos z in the solution, 
jilso the sin z if' odd. Hence the C.F. of (1.0) and subsequenr 
equations is omitted. Hence bov, ’’-s
Oq : Cg” + C2 + a^c^- Hc^ coo 2z + a^cos z =■ 0.
Substituting for a^, c^ we get,
C^” + Cg - y cos 3z + i cos $Z + (-g + Ug )C08 Z = 0,
Again dg = - -g for the particular integral of (^ + )cos z is
non-periodic,
Cg" ~ ÏÏ 3z - ^ cos 5z»
Og = - cos 3z + cos 5z.
Continuing in this way and substituting for c^, c^ ... into
2 3y - cos z + qc^(z) + q Cg(z) + q^c^(z) + ,.,. gives a solution 
of Mathieu*s equation, periodic in z, with period 2 tt denoted 
by ce^(z,q) and represented by the series
ce^(z,q) = cos z - ^q cos 3z + ^q^(-cos 3z + i cos 5z)
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
T O T  11 T- 51^  q. ("̂  00s 3z - COS ?z)
+ q^C^cos 3Z + ^ 008 5z - ^  COS ?z + Y§ô 9z)
+ 0(q5).
a = l +  q , - ^ q ^ - - ^ q 3 _ q'* + q^ + O(q^). (l.Ob)
For a given q, the value of a is called the characteristic 
number of the Mathieu function ce^(z,q).
The notation ce^(z,q) signifies a cosine type of Mathieu 
function of order m. Since m may be any positive integer, there 
is an infinite number of solutions of type Ce^(z,q); each is 
an even function of z.
For a secnond solution of the Mathieu equation we assume 
that y = sin z + qs^(z) + q^Sg(z) + q^s^(z) + ... where a = 1 
when q = 0 and proceed as above, obtaining a sine type of 
Mathieu function designated se^(z,q). We find
se^(z,q) = sin z - -y q sin ]z + ^  q^(sin 3z + ^sin 5z)
- q^(^ sin 3z + ^ sin 5z + ^  sin ?z)
+ Jfo^ q^(" ^ 8in 3z + ^ sin 5z + ^  sin ?z +
yIq sin 9z) + o(q^) 
where a = l -  q -  | q ^ + ^ q ^ -  q^ - 3^ ^  + O(q^)
is the characteristic number for the Mathieu function 
se^(z,q), periodic in z with period 2rr.
Periodic Solution of the Mathieu Equation of order m .
Assume the cosine type of function,
y = cos mz + qc^(z) + q^Cg(z) + q^c^(z) + ....
2 2 3where a = m + a^q + a^q + a^q-^ + ... .
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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In general, the solution obtained is either of the type 
ce2j^(z,q) or ®®2n+l^^’̂ ^ according as m is even or odd, there­
by obtaining a solution of period n or 2tt respectively. In the 
case m = 2 , we obtain the solution
"1 O I PcOgCzjq) = cos 2z - -g q(-j cos 4z-2) + q cos 6z
- q^(j^ cos 8z + ^  cos 4-z + + ,,,,
When q = 0, a = 4 and ce^ = cos 2z,
When q ^ 0 , 062(z,q) has a constant term;
?  9, - + alliijt + 0(9^^-
This function is periodic in z with period n.
In the case m = 0, we obtain the solution 
ce^(z,q) = 1 - ^ q cos 2z + —  cos 4z - q^(^ cos 6z-?z cos 2z)
+ ^^^28 8z - 320 cos 4 z ) + O(q^)
with a = - I  + Ï &  9'* - ^  9^ + 0(q®). 
when q = 0, a = 0 and ce^ = 1.
Similarly for the sine type of function
2 Py = sin mz + qs^(z) + q s^iz) + q^s^(z) + ...
2 2 Ta = m + a^q + Ugq + a^q-^ + ... .
In general, the solution obtained is either seg^.^^
s62ĵ ^2 according as m is odd or even.
In the Case m = 2, we obtain the solution
1 1 ?SBg(z,q) = sin 2z - ^3 ^ sin 4z + -jgjj q sin 6z
- q^(%^ sin 8z - ^  sin 4z) +
with a = 4 - ^  q^ + q^ + O(q^).
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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When q = 0, a = 4 and 862(2 ,0 ) = sin 2z,
The function 862(2 ,q) Is periodic In z with period n. The 
characteristic numbers for oe^{'z^q) and se^(z,q) are designa­
ted by a^, b^ respectively.
The preferred forms of the series ce^(z,q) and se^(z,q) 
are given below to facilitate the application of standard 
convergence tests.
characteristic
number
C62^(2 ,q) = S cos 2 rz (ag^) (1 .2 )
d-3)r—0
segjj+itz.q) = ^  (2r+l)z (^2^+1 ) (1.4)
®®2n+2(®’l' (2r+2)z (1.5)
where A, B are functions of q.
If In the math!eu equation (1,1) we replace z by
1(^  + 2 ), It becomes
yii + (a + 2q cos 2z)y = 0.
Then the solutions of (1,1) with period n, 2n, q being negative, 
are obtained if the above substitution Is made in (1.2) to 
(1,5 ). Hence we define,
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
"lO"
= (“D ^  -z,q)
CD
= (-1)^ S (-1)^ cos 2 rz (a^_) (1.6)
r=0 ^
®®2n+1^2^ -='%)
= (-if (“D ^  ®2r+l^^ cos (2r+l)z i^2n+l'^ (1.7)
®®2n+l^^»“^^ ^®2n+1^2^ “2,q)
00
®®2n+2^^'-'l> = (-1)" ®®2n+2 'I" -='%)
= C-l)*̂  S (-l)’̂ 4r+2^* sin (2r+2)z (1.9)
The multiplier (-1)^ Insures that when q = 0, the functions
reduce to cos m z in sin m z as the case may be.
Orthogonality of ce^^ se^^ Let y^, y^ be solutions of
y*‘ + (a-2q cos 2z)y = 0 for the same value of q, but usually
different values of a. Then
y^" + (a^-2q cos 2z)y^ = 0 and y^" = fag-Sq cos 2z)y^ = 0.
Multiplying the first equation by y^, the second by y^ and sub- .
tracting gives 7%"3^2""^2"^1 ~ (^g-a^jy^^yg. Integrating both
sides of this equation between the limits z,,Zp we get 
Zg r^2
[yi’yg-yg'yi^z^ = '^2-®i>Jz^ V 2 d.io)
For a given q, the a's corresponding to y^= ce^(z,q).
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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Yp = ce (z,q) where m p, are different. These functions c p
have period t t  or 2 n  so with = 0 ,  Zg = Zn the left hand side 
of (1.10) vanishes.
Hence
'2n.So ce (z,q.)dz = 0 m / p
So^^^ln = 2TT + TT p = m = 2n (1.11]
since we shall prove later on in the next chapter that the 
series for ceg^Csjq.), se^^Cz ,q ) are uniformly and absolutely 
convergent, then we can integrate term-by-term.
Similarly I
r=o
i2ttJo se (z,q)dz = 0  m p
^^^ce^(z,q)sep(z,q)dz = 0 m,p positive integers
ir®®ln+2 " lio
Therefore ce^(z,q), se^(a,q) are orthogonal.
Normalization of ce^(z,q), se^(z,q)i ^ur oonven-
tion was that the coefficients A and B of cos m z and sin m z 
be unity for all values of q, we have A^°^^= 1 for all q.
We will normalize the functions cej^(z,q), se^(z,q) by the 
stipulation that
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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for all real values of q. Then by (1.11) we have
= 1, (1.12)
° r=l ^
Now oe^(z,0) = 1 by our convention, so if it is normalized, 
its constant term must be I/VT for q = 0.
Also
1  I f  oe|„^^(z,q)dz = = 1
i  jo =«L+i(z.q)dz = £
TT 3?—U
— 1
= 1.
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CHAPTER II
CHARACTERISTIC NUMBERS AND COEFFICIENTS
Recurrence Relations for the Coefficients.
QD 2nIf the series ce^ (z,q) = E A-̂  cos 2 rz is sub-
r=0 ^
stituted into the Mathieu equation y *' + (a-2q cos 2z)y = 0  
we get CaA^-qAg] + [^-4)A2-q(Aj^+2A^) ] cos 2z 
00 2
+ (a-4r ^2r-2^^°°® 2rz = 0.
Equating the coefficients of cos 2 rz to zero for
r = 0, 1, 2, the following recurrence relations are
obtained:
aA^-qAg = 0 (2.1)
(a-4)Ag-q(A^+2A^) = 0  > for ce2^(z,q)
I* > 2, (a-4^) ( ^^2r+2 ^2r-2^ = 0 J
Similarly, if the series °®2n+l^^ ' ^®2n+l^^’^^ and
^®2n+2^^*^^ are substituted into the Mathieu equation and the 
coefficients of cos(2r+l)z, sin(2r+l)z, sin(2r+2)z equated to 
zero we obtain
(a-l-qjA^-qA^ = 0 1 
r > 1 [a-(2 r+l)2 ]A2 j.+3^-q(A2 j,+5 +A2 j._ĵ ) = oj °®2“+K'= .tl) (2-2)
(a“l+q)B-.-qBo = 0 1
_ 2-1 / ( ̂ ^2n+l(^ ) (2.3)r > 1 Ca-(2r+l)'^]B2j.+i-q(B2^+3+B2^_l) = 0 J ^
(a-A)B2-qB. = 0 I 
2> , f for 362 +2<2»<5) (2.4)
r > 2 (a-42 )B2^-q(B2^+2 + ®2r-2 > = ° J
If q is small enough, the formulae for a given in (l.Ob)
“13“
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may be used, since the term 0(q.^) is very small and we can 
approximate a rather closely. But as q becomes larger this 
term will affect the value of a considerably so in general, a 
must be calculated using one of the methods below.
Prom the second recurrence relation for ,q) we have
(4-a)Ag4q(Aj^+2A^) = 0.
Writing v^ = Ag/A^, v^ = A^/A^ then v^Vg = Aĵ /Aq (2.5)
Therefore (4-a)A2/A^ + q(A^/A^ + Zk^/k^) = 0
or (4-a)v^ + ^ (̂ o^2 "" = 0,
= “2q,
-Vq = |q[l- ^(a-qvg)].
In the same way, using the third recurrence relation for 
ceg^(z,q) with Vg^_2 = Ag/Ag^,^, v^^ =
we get (4r^-a)v2^_2 + ‘l(^2r^2r-2 ^
and -^2t -2 “ (9/4r^ )/[l-(^^) (a-q v^^) ] r > 2 (2.6)
Substituting r = 2 in -^2t -2
-Vg - 3/l6[l - ^  (a-qVĵ )J
and upon replacing this into the equation for -v we get
2
Continuing on in this way we ultimately get the infinite
continued fractions 
1 2
"iS"" ■ g^/l6r^(r-ll^
^  ■ .............. l - a A r ^
From aA^-qAg = 0, v^ = A^/A^ = a/q, -v^ = - a/q so the
formula for -v^ becomes
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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, 2
il -, 2
. 3 Z S _  1 16® 1- 1 .
35“ " 1 - 1 , _ q2/l6r2(r-l)2
^  •••• l - aAr^
Since a, q are finite the denominator of the general term — > 
unity and the numerator tends to zero as r — > qd , Hence 
(2.7) is convergent.
From equation (2.7) we can evaluate a to any desired 
degree of accuracy provided q is known.
Using (2.5) and (2.6) we can also find values for the A's. 
Theorem I ; There do not exist two linearly independent 
periodic solutions corresponding to the same pair (a,q). 
proof:
First we shall show that for no one value of a can we 
obtain two solutions of the types ce2^(z) and se2^+^(z).
We know that the Wronskian of two independent solutions of 
the Mathieu equation is a nonzero constant; i.e.
oe|^(z) = o / 0.
Now using the fact that
se2n+i(z+n) =-s«2n+l("^) 
consider the value of the above wronskln at z + n. 
ce2^(z-*^) se«j^^^(z-h7) - se^^_^_^{z+Ti) ce^^(z-hi)
= - °e2n(z) s®2k+itz) + “®2n<^>
= - Coej^Cz) se’j^+^(z) - seg^+^Cz) oe ’̂ (z)]
= - c
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which is a contradiction.
Therefore we have shown that ^62^(2 ) cannot coexist with
se2^^^(z)- Similarly it can be shown no two solutions of the
following types can coexist: ce2ĵ (z) and <̂ ®2n+l^^^’
and ce2^+g^(z) ; se2^(z) and 862^+]^(z).
Now we shall show that no Mathieu equation can have
two solutions of the types and 862^(2 ). We saw that
if we express as a Fourier series
ce^ (z) = Z aI^^^cos 2rz 
r=0
then the Fourier coefficients must satisfy the equations 
^ 2 n , o  - 1^2n,2 = °
2
^^2n,2r-2 ^2n,2r ^^2n,2r+2 ^ ^ 2 ,3,.,
Note; We write as A2^ gr convenience of use since
we may write them either way. Similarly, if we express
se2jj.(z) as a Fourier series we obtain
se2ĵ (z) = Z sin 2rz
where
®2k,2r-2 * ■^*®2k,2r‘̂ 'l®2k,2r+2 ° ^
Now consider the determinant
"r =
®2k, 2r
®2k. 2r-F2
®2k. 2r
-^2k, 2r-2
‘2n,2r
'2n,2r+2
B2k, 2r
r = 2 ,3, ...
^2n,2r ^
-A -.... .A^ 2n,2r-2 q ^ 2n,2r
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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®2k,2r ^2n,2r ®2k,2r-2 ^2n,2r-2
"®2k,2r-2 “^2n,2r-2 ®2k,2r ^2n,2r
^r-1*
Thus we see that u = ur-1 u„, so that the determinants
are equal. We can express u^ very simply in terms of ^ 
^2k,2
®2k,2 ^2n,2 ®2k,2 ^2n,2
^2 =
®2k,4 ^2n,4 _14zâl Bq. 2k , 2 - 2A - A"^^2n,o q ^2n2
B,2k, 2 
0
^2n,2 
-2A 2n,o
— — 2A "Q2n,o ®2k,2
We see that Ag^ ^ cannot vanish, for otherwise all Ag^ £k 
would vanish, as shown by the recurrence relationships. 
Similarly, ^ cannot vanish. But to insure the convergence
of the Fourier series we require that
which implies that
lim u 
r m
0 ,
But we have just shown that u^ is a nonzero constant. There­
fore our original assumption that a Mathieu equation had two 
solutions of the types c®2n^^^ arid. seg^(z ) must be false. 
Similarly it can be shown that (^®2n+l^^^ and se2^^^(z ) cannot 
co-exist.
Theorem II: If y(z) is a periodic solution of the Mathieu
equation, then either y(z) is even or y(z) is odd.
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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proof:
Suppose y(z) is a solution, then so is y(-z) since the 
differential equation is unchanged if z is replaced by -z. 
Therefore unless y(z) is even or odd, y(-z) will be independ­
ent of y(z). By choosing a suitable multiple of y(z), we can
insure that y(0) = 1, Then
y^(z) = , y^(z)
since the functions on the right have the same initial con­
ditions as y^(z) and y^Cz). Now if y(z) has period n or 2n,
then so do y^(z) and yg(z), If y(z) is even, then y(z) = y^(z)
and y(z)-y(-z) = 0.
If y(z) is odd, then y(z) = yg(z) and
y(z) + y(-z) = 0.
It is therefore sufficient to confine our attention to 
periodic solutions of Mathieu*s equation which are either 
even or odd. These solutions, and these only, will be called 
Mathieu functions.
Consider the system,
y " + (a-2q cos 2z)y = 0  
y(0) = y(n) 
y*(0) = y*(TT).
It may be shown that there exists [Xn] * characteristic num­
bers of the system, where X q <
lim A = + op, Cince; pg. 24?] 
n m
It may further be shown that if we let y^ be the characteristic 
function corresponding to then
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00 jp CO p-in J-p
^ ^ ^2r 2rz and 72n+l^^^ “ ®2r+2 (2r+2)z
since these functions satisfy the conditions for a Fourier
series, ^2n^^^ Is an even periodic function of period tt and
^2n+l^^ ̂ an odd periodic function of period n, where the
characteristic numbers = a^^ and A  2n+l ” ^2n+2* fact
and - se^^+gCz.q).
Similarly given the system
y ” + (a~2q cos 2z)y = 0
y(0) = y(2n)
y»(0) = y»(2n).
It can be shown that J , characteristic numbers of the
system, where u < u, < < .... and lim p = + od . Also
n -» CD
letting y^ be the characteristic function corresponding to 
and q > 0 we have y^^tz) = E sin(2r+l)z and
00 2n+l
ypn+i^^^ = -^2r+l cos(2r+l)z where = ’̂2^+1
^2n+l(^) = &2n+l' Likewise yg^(z) = 8eg^_^^(z,q) and
^2n+l(^ ^ ® 2 n + l ( ^ ' ^ ^  for ^ positive.
For q < 0 we have y^^ = E cos(2r+l)z and
^  2n+lygn+i = ^ Q ® 2 r + 1  sln(2r+l)z where = a2n+l ^
Hgn+l ^2n+l* also follows that yg^(z) = ,ci) and
^2n+l (^ ̂ ^®2n+l(^'^) ^fth q negative.
Theorem III: The series for ce^^^Czjq) is absolutely and
uniformly convergent.
proof: CD
y(z) = E cos 2rz is the Fouier cosine series 
r=0 ^
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solution of the Mathieu equation y"+ (a-2q cos 2rz)y(z) = 0 
with initial conditions y(0) = y(n) and y*(0) = y*(Tr), The 
Fourier coefficients ^ y(t)cos 2rt dt* Using the
fact that y"(t) exists and the initial conditions, we can 
integrate by parts obtaining 
Ap_ = - - V ' Tn y"(t) cos 2rt dt
 --- -(a^„“2q cos 2rz)y(z) cos 2rt dt.
Now since y(t) is continuous it is bounded, i.e.; |y(t)| < M 
on Co,tt], Also \^2yT^^ cos 2rt| < |a2nl ^ 12q| .
Hence I 2rt)y(t)| < M( |a2nl l^^l) = Q
and I (ag^-2q cos 2rt)y(t) dt| < Qn.
Then |Ap | < ' Qn =
4r n 4r
and lAg^oos 2rz| < which is convergent. Therefore
4r'
the series ce^ (z,q) is uniformly and absolutely convergent,
A
Hence Ag^ 0 and so v^^ - —^— - -> 0,
Similarly the series for *^®2n+l^^’^^ * se^(z ,q) can be 
proved to have the same properties. Hence all ordinary 
Mathieu functions are continuous for z real, and the series 
may be differentiated or integrated term by term provided, 
in the case of differentiation, that the resulting series are 
uniformly convergent.
Convergence of Series ce^^^(z,q), se^^^(z,q)
The pth derivative of ce^^^Czjq) is
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Co6 2 „(z,q)] =
21-
\ E (2r)^ (-1)^^^ cos 2rz if p even
00
E (2r)P A^^(-l) ^ sin 2rz if p odd.
Lr=l
Thus the ratio of the coefficients of the (r+l)th and rth 
terms is |-f^| = = (1 + r^^l^2rl °
r ^  + OD so all derivatives of cOg^Cz^q) are absolutely
and uniformly convergent for z real. Similarly for
°^2n+l(^*^) se^(z,q).
When the tabular values of a^, a^,.,.,a^ and b^, b^, .. ,,b̂  
in the range q = 0 - 40 are plotted using cartesian coodinates, 
the chart of Fig, 1 is obtained. It is symmetrical about the 
a-axis, a^^, ^2n+2 * characteristic curves for ceg^,
s62ĵ _̂ 2 respectively, are symmetrical about this axis, but
^2n+l* ^2n+l °°^^®sponding to ®®2n+l’ ®®2n+l^^® asymmetrical. 
Nevertheless the symmetry of the diagram is maintained, since
the curves for the functions of odd order, 2̂n-i-l* ^2n+l are
mutually symmetrical.
Excepting the curve a^, which is tangential to the q- 
axis at the origin in Pig. 1, all curves intersect this 
axis twice, one value of q being positive, the other negative. 
Thus each characteristic has two real zeros in q.
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uns
30 -
table unstable
%o
unstabl^/
instable\ b, (se-, ) ^
Fig. 1 Stability chart for Mathieu functions of integral
order. The characteristic curves a^, b^, a^, b^, ... divide 
the plane into regions of stability and instability.
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Comments on Normalization: Under the convention that
the coefficients A of A cos m z in ce^(z,q) and B of B sin m z 
in se^(z,q) are unity for all values of q, the remaining coef- 
ficients are infinite for certain values of q 0,
Consider ce^(z,q) whose characteristic number is ag.
Then the recurrence relation (2.1) gives q/a^ = A^/Ag.
Now when qg c:: + 21,28, ag = 0 (see Fig, 1) which implies 
A0/A2 is infinite, and since Ag = 1, A^ = oo . Also with 
Bg = 0 in the second recurrence formula in (2,1) we have 
2qA^ + + q A^ = 0 and since A^ = cc , Ag - 1 q ^ 0, we get
A^ = - CD , and so on. Therefore when q^ = +  21,28, a^ = 0 ,  
and all the coefficients except Ag become infinite,
A similar conclusion may be reached for the coefficients 
of any Mathieu function of integral order, except ce^, ce^, 
s e*ĵ, ® *
For ce^, the recurrence formula (2.1) gives A^/Ag = q/a^. 
Since A^ = 1 for all q, and a never vanishes for q > 0 (see 
Fig, 1). Ag is always finite. By use of the second recurrence 
formula for ce^, it can be shown that A^ is finite, and so on. 
For ce,, the recurrence formula (2,2) gives A,/A^ = — —-L X j —
and since A^ = 1 for all q and a^-l-q / 0 for q > 0 ,  A^ 
cannot become infinite. The functions se^, se^ are located 
similarly.
It appears, that for functions of order 2n, 2n + 1 there 
are n values of q 0 for which all coefficients, except that 
of the same order as the function, become infinite. Therefore,
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the convention mentioned above is inadmissible for general
purposes, although it is sometimes useful when q is small.
It may be shown that none of the coefficients in the
series ce^, ce^, se^, se^ has a zero in q > 0. For ce^, the
first recurrence formula (2,1) gives Ag/A^ = a^/q. From
(Fig, 1), a^ is negative if q > 0 so a^/q is negative. Since
A^ = 1, A^ was finite, Ag/A^ < 0 so neither can have a zero
for q > 0, Using the first two recurrence relations(2,1) we 
(a -4) 2
get Aj^/Ag = —  --- - 2q/a^. For q > 0, > 2q . Thus
not vanish in q > 0, Hence Aĵ  has no zero in q > 0<
Similarly it can be shown that the remaining Ag^ have no zeros
in q > 0. This conclusion is valid for the coefficients in
the series for ce^, se^, se^.
Under the normalization of ce^(z,q), se^(z,q), it appears
that if a > 0, A ^ ^ ^ \  ®2r+l^^* 4r+2^^ each has r
real zeros in q > 0, For ceg^, the first recurrence relation
(2.1) gives Ag/A^ = ag^/q when n > 0, a^^ vanishes once q > 0
(see Pig, 1) and since A^ is finite and has no zero in q > 0,
Ag = 0 when ~ 0. With q large enough it can be shown that
3^2x1^ + (8n + 2 )q^^^ and as q -> <3d , -2 and A^
never vanishes in q > 0 ,  Also from the recurrence relations
_(2q244a -a2 )
(2.1) we obtain ku/k^ - ----   —  . Then at the two
p pintersections of 2q + 4a^„ - a-„ and the curve a- (q > 0),
'2n2
'2n ^2n “2n
we get A^^/Ag = 0. Hence A^ vanishes twice for q > 0, Con­
tinuing thus we find that A^ vanishes thrice for q > 0, and 
so on. The coefficients for other functions may be treated in
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a similar way.
Behavior of Coefficients as q ^ 0 ; From aA^ - qAg = 0 
for ce2 (z,q), Agq/^ and since Ag is finite, A^ 0 as
q 0. Also from (2.1) (ag-4) Ag = q (2A^ + A^). Substituting
£ 2 ii
^2 ~ ^ ^ 1^  + 0(q ) and for A^ from above into
(a2-4)Ag= q (2A^ + Aĵ ) gives + 0 (q^)]Ag =
When q is small -> 0 as q -> 0,
Again by (2.1) with r = 2, (ag-l6)Aj^ = q(A^+A^) and upon
substituting for ag and A^ above
- ^  Ag[-12 + 0(q^)] = Ag + Ag.
Thus when q -^O, A^ -> 0 and so on for the other coefficients.
Now using (1.12), it follows from above that Ag^ 1 as q -> 0. 
Similarly it can be shown that in (1.2) - (1.5), 1,
as q -> 0 while all the other A, B tend to zero.
Behavior of Coefficients as q -» + co : We use the re­
currence relations (2.1) - (2.4) and a/\/-2q. Then for 
cOg^, aA^-qAg = 0 so AgA^ -2 as q -5> + oo . Also 
(a-4)Ag-q(A2^+2A^) = 0 and substituting for a, àg,-^A^ + A ^ ~  ® 
giving A ĵ /Aq -> 2 as q -^ + gr. Continuing in this way we find 
that (-1)^2 as q + (jD . By (1.12) it follows
that for n è 0, all the A^^^^ - ^ O a s q - ^ + o o ,  Similar con­
clusions are reached for B^^^. Similarly
A2r+l/^l ^  (-l)"'(2r+l) Bg^+/B^ (-l)"'(r+l).
Behavior of coefficients as n -» + qd : For a large,
2positive, and greater than q, a g ^ ^  4n . From (2,1),
oA^/Ag = q/a ̂  q/4n -> 0 as n -» + <» . Hence A^ -> 0. Also from
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(2,1) Ag/Aj^ = q/a-4 ̂  q/4n^-4 - > O a s n - » + a D .  Hence A^ 0, 
Therefore it can be shown that all the Ag^ -> 0 except Ag^^^ 
which tends to unity, and similarly for the coefficients of 
the other functions of integral order.
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CHAPTER III 
GENERAL THEORY: SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS
A complete solution of a linear differential equation 
of the second order is y = Ay^(z) + By^(z ) where A, B are (5.11) 
arbitrary constants and y^(z), yg(z) are any two solutions 
which constitute a fundamental system. For the Mathieu func­
tion we desire the solution to be single-valued and periodic 
with period tt to start with.
Writing (z-hr) for z, then y^(z+Tr), y^Cz+n) are also 
solutions. Therefore
y^(z-Hr) = a^y^(z) + a 2y2(z) (3.2)
y^Cz-m) = $^y^(z) + (3.3 )
where a^, Ug, 0^, are determinable constants. Differentiat­
ing we get
yj'(z-Hr) = a^yj*(z) + U 2y^(z) (3.4)
y*(z-Kr) = p^y£(z) + 02y^(z) (3.5)
Choosing the initial conditions y^(0) = 1, 7j[(0 ) = 0, ygfO) = 0,
y^(0 ) = 1 and substituting in above we find = y2(^)»
^1 ^ ^2 ^^) °’2 ^ ' ^2 ^2 ^^)
y(z+TT) = Ay^fz+n) + By2 (z+rr)
= ACa^y^(z) H-a2y2 (2 )l + B[p^y]^(z) +
- (Aof̂  + B3^)y^(z) + (Adg +
= f>y (z)
if y , a constant, can be found  ̂ (Aa^+B0^) = 9 A 
and (AU2+Bp2 ) = Ç>B,
-27-
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(Aa^+Bgj) = f B  I  = - f j ^  .
Hence (a^- f  )(Pg- Ç>) = ^2^1 A, B ^ 0 
or ^  = 0 . (3 -6 )
Therefore ^  can be expressed in terms of y^(Tr), yj^(n), y^(^ * 
yJC^T).
Later on, it will be shown that one value of <p can be 
taken as e^^. Therefore let <p = e^^ and define ^ (z) = e"^^y(z). 
Substituting (z-hr) for z yields 
^  (z4rr) - Q-u(z+rr)y(2+p̂ )
= e"^^^^^9>y(z )
= e~^^y(z)
= 0 (z) .
Hence 0(z) is periodic in z with period t t .  Since y(z) is a
solution, then e^^0 (z) is a solution,2
Consider + (a-2q cos 2z)y = 0 and (3.7)
dz^2
+ [a-2qÿ(z)]y = 0 where ÿ(z) is an even, differentiable (3 .8 )
function of z, with period TT e,g. $(z) = Z cos 2rz, By
r=l ^
the periodicity of T̂(z) with period tt let,
’2r0(z) = S c_ e^^^r=-OD
0 (z) = Z Cg .
r=-OD
If U = a + ip, a, p real, then e^^0(z) is a formal solution 
of either (3.7) or (3.8), Since both of these equations are 
unchanged if -z be written for z, e*"^^0 (~z) is an independent
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solution, provided either a ^ 0 or, when a = 0 , g is non- 
integral. Hence the complete solution is 
y(z) = Ae^^0(z) + Be"^^0(-z)
= Ae^^ E Cg^e^^^^ + Be“^^ E Cg^e"^^^^. (3.9)
— QD — QD
As z -> + CD , a solution of (3.8) is defined to be unstable
if it tends to + OD and stable if it tends to zero or remains
bounded. The solution is unstable if p is any real number ^ 0 ,
The solution is unstable if p = a + ig, |a| > 0 ,  |g| > 0 .  The
solution is stable if p = ig; g real.
Choose as a first solution of Mathieu equation
y,(z) = Ê  E o.
r2-oj T--a> ^
CD
= Ac^ cosh pz + A E [cg^ cosh(p+2ri)z + c_g^ cosh(p+2ri)z]
CO
= A E Cp cosh(p+2ri)z (3.10)
r=-ciD 
00
yj (z ) = A E (p+2ri)Cp slnh(p+2ri)z
-CD
As a second solution we get
GO
yp(z) = B E Cp sinh(p+2ri)z. (3.11)
-CD
00
If y. (0) = 1, then A = 1/ E Cp
-OD ^
CD
= y, ( t t ) =  a E Cp cosh prr - cosh pn and y^(nTT) = cosh pnu.
œ
If y^(0 ) = 1 , then 8 = 1/ E (h+2ri)
— CD
gg = y2 (TT) = cosh pTT, and y^(nn) = cosh pnn,
CD
®2 ~ y{(TT) = A sinh pTT E (p+2ri) Cg^ = A/B sinh prr— (53
and y^(nn) = A/B sinh unit
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“ ^2 (77) = B/A sinh lin and y-gCnn) = B/A sinh unn
y]_(TT) = or = °osh linn
2 2a^Bi = y£(n)y2 (n) = sinh tin y^(nn)y^(nn) = sinh unn
2 2a^3g = yj(n)y^(n) = cosh tin y^(nn)y^(nn) = cosh |inn.
Therefore “ °'2^1 “ - yj^(TT)y2 (n) = 1
y^(nn)y^(nn)-y^(nn)yg(nn) = 1 . 
Substituting into (3,6) we get g)^-(2 cosh lan)^ + 1 = 0
f l  = ?2 = f 1 f 2 = 1 f  1 = 1/ f 2 ,
In general, we certainly cannot expect the solutions of
the differential equation y" + 0(z)y = 0 with 0 (z) = a-2q cos 2z,
to be periodic. But we can find solutions such that y(z+n) =
cpy(z) for some constant p.
Consider (3 .6 ) the quadratic equation for <p i 
- ty^^Cn) + y2(TT)] p  + y^(n)y*(n)-y^(n)y2 (n) = 0
orp^ - [y^(n) +y^(n)]<J>+l = 0 , 3.11a
This equation, in general, has two different roots, (pĵ
corresponding to each of which we can find a set of
coefficients c^ and c^, which gives us two solutions of the
differential equation, say u^(z) and Ug(z) such that
u^(z-hr) =p^u^(z)
u^izHr) ^Ç^VL^iz),
looking at the discriminant of the quadratic equation (3.11a)
we must distinguish between three distinct cases.
In the first case, if |y^(Tr) + y^(n)| < 2 then the roots
of (3.11a) are complex numbers of absolute value 1, Then
u^ and Ug are solutions whose absolute value is bounded and
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therefore all solutions are bounded. Therefore in this case 
all solutions are stable.
In the second case, if |y^(n) + (n)| > 2, then the
roots are real and since ^ Ç> 2 ~ ^ either | ^ 1 and
I 9*2 1 > 1 or I > 1 and | ^ 1. Thus one solution is
bounded while the other is unbounded.
In the third case, consider the two subcases
y]_(n) + yj(n) = + 2 .
When y^(n) + yj(n) = 2  there is only one double root (p = 1 
and when y^(n) + yj(n) = -2 there is also only one double root 
? = -1.
In any one of these cases we can in general expect only 
one solution with the property y(z+n) = 9 y(z) although in ex­
ceptional cases there may be two such solutions. For f  = 1, 
there is a solution of period t t ;  i.e. 3̂ (z+n) = y(z). For 
9^= -1, the solution has period 2n since y(z+2TT) = -y(z+Tr) = 
y(z). In Theorem II, it has been shown that we can restrict
ourselves to purely even or odd solutions.
Now suppose that y^(z) is an even periodic solution of 
period n, such that y^(z-Hr) = y^(z) and also y^(z-hT) = y^(z).
Since y^(z) is even, y^(z) is odd. Then for z = -
y{(- f-Hr) = y{(f) = y{(- f) = -y{(§) from which y{Cf) = 0 .
Conversely, if y{(^) = 0, then y^(z) is periodic of 
period n. Since y^fz-Hr) satisfies Mathieu*s equation 
y^(z-Kr) - C]^y^(z) + C2y2 (z) 
yj’Cz+n) = c^y^(z) + CgygCz)-
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To find and we let z = - ^ and observe that y^(z) and 
y^(z) are even, and y£(z) and yg(z) are odd. Then 
yi(f) = oiyi(f) -
y{(2> - -
When y^(z) vanishes, y^(z) cannot vanish. Therefore, if 
y£{^) = 0 the second of the above equation tells us that 
Og = 0 ,  and the first equation shows that c^ = 1, Similarly 
for the other three cases.
Thus there exists a nontrivial periodic solution that is
(1 ) even and of period tt iff yj^(^) = 0
(2 ) odd and of period rr iff 3̂ 2(§) “ 0
(3 ) even and of period 2rr iff y^(^) = 0
(4) odd and of period 2n iff y^(^( = 0 .
Consider y(z+n) =^y(z), if y^(z) is a solution of
either (3.7) or (3.8). Then y^(zirr) - e ^ % ^ (z ) ; also if
y 2(z) is a linearly independent solution y2 (z±rr) = e^^yg(z),
Hence, cosh 1 u, (z+rr) + y_ (z-n)
=  2ivTil-------sinh J *̂ 1
y]^(n) + y]̂ (-TT)
if z = 0  and y, (rn) ^ 0- V u ^
Similarly, cosh 1 y2 (z-+ir) + y2 (z+rr)
sinh J
y;,(0) 1 yp(2TT)
= ---- 2F^(ÏÏ)----  «‘f z = TT and y3 (0 ) / 0 .
Consider a More general Case. From e"^^y(z) = 0(z) the 
solution of (3.7 ) or (3 .8 ) has the form y = e^^0 (z) where we
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shall take 2n as the period of 0(z), Then 0(-tt) = 0(tt) and
y(-TT) = i^^0(n) , y(TT) = e^^0(rr)
so y(TT)-e^^^yC-n) = 0 (3.12)
similarly y * (Tr)-e^^^y ' (-n) = 0  (3.13)
Letting y^(z) and yg(z) be any two linearly independent 
solutions, and substituting y = Ay^(z) + Byg(z ) into (3.12) 
and (3.13) yields
ALy^(n) - e^^^y^(-n) + B[yg(TT) - e^^^yg(-TT) ] = 0 
and A[y{(TT) - e^^^y*(-n)] + B[y*(Tr) - e^^^y^(-n)] = 0.
If A, B 7̂ 0, we get [y^(Tr)-e^^^y^(-TT) ][y^(n)-e^^^y2(“Tr) 3 
“Cy2(TT)-e^^^y2 (-TT)][y^(TT)-e^^^y|(-n) ] = 0 
or e^^^- D/c^ e^^^ + 1 = 0  where 
D  =  y ] ^ ( ~ T r ) y  * ( t t ) +  y ^ ( T T ) y ^ ( - n ) y | ( T T ) - y 2 ( n ) y | ( - n )
y 3̂ (TT)y^(TT)-y2 (n)y|(n) = y]^(-7r)y^(-Tr)-y^(-Tr)y^(-TT).
?Therefore cosh 2pn = D/2c
yi (tt) + y^(rr)
 ------ 2-------- If y2 (-TT> = y2(-TT) = 1
= y^(-TT) = 0.
So far, the above work has been based upon a solution
of the type e^^0 (z) where 0 (z) = E which has
r=-QD
period TT, We want n to be real or imaginary (n = i3,O<0<l)
so it is essential that 0(z) have period 2tt. Without loss 
of generality then we take 0(z) = E g(2r+l)zi change
r=-OD
2r to (2r+l) in all infinite series.
Also y^(niT) = (-1)^ cosh unn.
Consider a form of the solution when = ig, 0 < 3 < 1.
CD
Writing ^ = 13 in (3.10) we get y. (z) = A e  c„ cos(2r+3)z. (3.14)
-00
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CD
Similarly in (3,11) y^(z) = B E sin(2r+0 )z (3.15)
-CD
the i being dropped, since it is merely a constant multiplier. 
Hence the complete solution of the Mathieu equation takes the 
form
CO CD
y(z) = A E C2^cos(2r+0 )z +gE Cg^sin(2r+g )z (3.1^)
— QD QD 2with y^(nn) = y^(nTr) = cos Pnir and y^(nn)y^(nTT) = -sin 0nn
which can be checked by using the initial conditions.
Also replacing 2r by (2r+l) in (3.14) - (3.16) leads
to the independent solutions,
00
y^(z) = A E C2r+1 °°s(2r+l+3)z (3.17)
00
y^(z) = B E Cg^^^ sin(2r+l+0)z (3.18)
and the complete solution
00 00
y(z) = A E c^ _ cos(2r+l+3)z + B E c _ sin(2r+l+0)z (3.18a)
-QD -CD
With y^(nTT) = y^(nn) = (-1)"^ cos 0nn
(3.18a) is another form of the solution of the Mathieu equation.
It may be added that A, B are quite arbitrary and need not have
the values which can be obtained from the initial conditions
stated earlier. As a matter of fact any appropriate initial
conditions may be chosen.
Consider the solution when P = 0 or 1. Take any point
(a,q), q > 0 in a stable region of Fig, 1 near a^^ but not upon
it. Then the Mathieu equation has two independent coexistent
solutions, (3.14) and (3.15). On ag^, 3 = 0  and (3.15) is
not a solution. Substituting (3.14) into the Mathieu equation
and equating the coefficient of cos 2rz to zero for r= - mto oo WA
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get the recurrence relation
(a-4r^) Cg^-q (<̂ 2r+2 ^̂2r-2 ̂ ® with 3 = 0 r / 0 .
Then if c^ 0 and c^^ = c_g^, r > 1 (3,14) may be written
cx>
y-,(z) = aCc + 2 £ c^ COS 2rz] provided 3 = 0  and
r=l
a = ag^. When 3 = 1, (a,q) is on bg^_^^ and (3.14) is not a 
solution. Then the recurrence relation is 
Ca-(2r+l)2] + <̂ 2r-z'> = °
[a-(2r+D^] C_2r-2"9(=_2r + ®_2r-q> " ° If r = -(r+1).
Then if c^^ = - <^_2r-2* (3.15) may be written
00
y^(z) = 2B E c^ Tsin(2r+l)z.
r=0 ^
Similarly with 3 = 0 ,  (3.17) may be written
00
y,(z) = 2A £ Op , cos(2r+l)z
r=0 ^  ^
and with 3 = 1 , (3 .18) may be written
00
y^(z) = 2B £ °2r+2 sin(2r+2)z.
Another form of general solution. For a first solution 
let y^^(z) = e^^0 (z,o), 0 being periodic in z with (3.19) 
period n or 2n, and a a new parameter. When (a,q) lies be­
tween a^, bg in Fig, 1, we get
0 (z,c) = sin (z-o) + s^sin(3z-a) + sin(5z-o) +
+c^cos(3z-a) + c^ cos(5z-o) + ...... (3.20)
Assume a = 1 + qf,(c) + q^f2(o) + q^f^(o) + ..., 
d = qgp(o) + q^g2(cy) + q-̂ ĝ (cr) + ...,
and take 0 (z,a) = sin(z-a) + qh,(^o) + q h2(z,a) + ......
Substituting y^(z) = e^^0(z,a) into y” + (a-2q cos 2z)y = 0 
gives e*^^[0 " + 2^0 * + (p^+a-2q cos 2z)0 ] = 0 , or
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^-sln(z-a)+qh^**+q^h2 ** + ..... + 2 (qg^+q^g2+q^g^ + *.*)
(cos(z-CT)+gh^’+q.^h2 * ) + C ^ +
+ l+gf^4-q^fg+. , ..-2q cos 2z ][sin(z-a)+qh^+q^h2+... ] j” = 0 , 
Equating the coefficients of q°, q, q^, ... to zero we obtain 
q°: -sin(z-a) + sin(z-a) = 0
q : h^"+h^+f^sin(z"-a)+2q^cos(z-o)--2sin(z-a)cos 2z = 0
and h^**+h^+(2g^+sin2a)cos(z-a)+(fj^+cos2a)sin{z-a)-sin(3z-a) = 0 
since 2 cos 2z sin(z-a) =
= [sin (3z-o) - sin(zta)]
= [sin (3z-o) - sin(z-o) cos 2a-cos(z-a)sin2aJ, 
The particular integrals of cos(z-a) and sin(z-o) are 
l/2z sin(z-a) and -l/2z cos(z-o) respectively, which are non­
periodic. But 0 is to be periodic, hence g^ =-l/2sin2a
fl =-cos2a leaving h^” + h^ = sin(3z-c) so h^ = -l/8sin(3z-cr).
q^ : h 2"+h2+2g2Cos(z-a)-3/^g^cos(3z-ct)+(S^+f2 )sin(z-a)+
+l/8sin(3z-a)cos2a+ l/4sin(3z-a)cos2z = 0 , 
so h2”+h2+2g2Cos(z-a)+l/8sin(3z-cr)cos2a+l/8sin(5z“Cr)+. . , = o 
g2=0 , f2=-l/4 +l/8co84c to avoid non-periodic terms, leaving 
h2"+h2+3/8cos {3z-o ) sin2a4-l/8sin( 3z-o ) +l/8sin( 5z-o ) = 0 
and h^=3sin2acos(3z-a)+cos2asin(3z-o)+l/3sin(5z-a).
Continuing in this fashion we get,
a = 1-q cos2cr + l/4q^(-l + 1/2 cos4a) + ... (3 .21 )
2= 1-q cos2a - n + qS^.
M = -l/2q sin2o + Y 2^<l^sin2a - sin^a - .... (3 .22 )
= l/2q(-sin2a+c^),
Since a is an even function of a we can write -a for a.
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Writing -a for a in the formula for n alters its sign, since 
it is an odd function of a.
Therefore the second independent solution of Mathieu*s equation 
may take the form
y 2 = e“^^0 (z,-a) 
and the complete solution becomes
y = Ae^^0(z,a) + Be“^^0{z,-a),
Making the proper substitution will reduce (3.19) and (3,20) 
to the series for ce^(z,q), and similarly for se^(z,q).
Consider the region in Fig. 2 , lying between a^ and b^.
On the curve a^, a = -l/2n in (3.21), Now if a = -l/2n + i0, 
cos2c = - cosh 20, so if q > 0 is fixed, (3.21) shows that a
increases with increase in 0 until b^ is reached. On this
curve a = 4- + l/2q^(l/3 - 1/2 cos2a) + with o = 0 .
If in a, o ~ i0^ a decreases with increase in 0 until a^ is 
regained. Thus between a^, b^ with q > 0 , a is complex or 
imaginary. If c = - l/2n + 10, then sin2a = - i sinh20 and 
p = - l/2q sin2a + •^j|-^q^sin2a -
l/2iq sinh20 - Y ^ ^ s i n h 20 + .., 
therefore p is imaginary, hence the solution is stable.
If a is real, the series for p contains sin2a, sinW, etc.
Thus p is real, and the solution is unstable,
(1) When (a,q), q > 0 lies between a^, b^^^ in Fig. 1,
2, 3 , p is imaginary, and the two solutions of Mathieu*s 
equation are stable,
(2) When (a,q), q > 0  lies between b^, a^, p is real
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and the complete solution of Mathieu*s equation is constable.
When (a,q) lies between &2n’ ^2n+l* the first solution
we take y^(z) = e^^^ Z Cg^e^^^^ = e^^^0(z
00
or (z) = Z c^ cos(2r+3)z
-OD
or Y 2̂ (z ) = e^^^Csin(2n z-a) + S2Sin(2z-a) + 8j^sin(4z-a)+..,+
+ C2COs(2z-a) + c^cos(J+z-a)+,... ] 
If n > 1, formulae for a, 10 = n, and the coefficients °2r*®2r 
can all be found as shown before.
When (a,q) lies between ®^2n+l* ^2n+2* the first
solution we take = e^^^ ̂
-OD
00
or y]^(z) = Z C2^+;j^cos{2r+l+0 )z
— QD
or y^(z) = e^^^Csin (2n+l)z-a + s^sin(z-a)+s^sin(3z-a)+,.,+
+ c^cos(z-a) + c^cos(3z~o)+,,,],
If n > 1, formulae for a, 10 = n, and the coefficients C2r+1*
S2^̂ ]̂  may be found as shown above. The above results are for 
q small and positive and give stable solutions.
When (a,q) lies between ^2n+2^ ^2n+2 the first solu-CO * •
tion we take y^(z) = e^^ Z " e^^0(z >2^
or y^(z ) = e^^[sin(2nz-a)+S2sin(2z-a)+s2̂ sin(i*'Z-a)+,, ,+
+ C2C0S(2z-a)+c^cos(^z-a)+,,,],
where p is real and p > 0 ,
When (a,q) lies between 82^^+^, ®̂ 2n+l the first solution
we take y^(z) - e*̂  ̂ Z ®^^*^^^^2r+l
— QD
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a^Cce^) y o -— , 0=0 
SlgCoOg) , 0 = — in
/ Z
b2 ( se2 % o =0
b-, ( Cft , / yO-6̂
b2 (se2 ), 0 = 0
^ t c ë p T " ^ ^  ̂ 71
G o
Plg, 2, Variation in the parameter a in stable and unstable 
regions a^, b^^^ are mutually asymptotic and — > - o  as q -̂  + cd 
^m’ ^m+1* ^m’ ^m+1 mutually asymptotic and — ^ - œ  as q - od.
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or y^(z) = e^^Csin ^(2n+l)z-aj + s^sin(z-a) + s^sln(3z-cr)+.,.+
+c^cos(z-a) + c^cos(3Z”Cf )+,,,] ,
The second solutions of the above four cases are derived by 
making the appropriate substitutions -z for z, sin for cos, 
and -a for a. The two above cases are for q. small and positive 
and give unstable solutions.
Consider the region in Fig. 3 between the curves a^, b^.
If for any assigned 3, the a are calculated for q increasing 
from zero in small steps, the characteristic curve 3 is ob­
tained. lying between those for ce^, se^ we shall define it 
as that for the Mathieu function of real fractional order (1+3). 
In general, if (a,q) lies between the curves a^, the
order of the function will be (m+3), and the value of a on 
any curve is that for ce^^^(z,q) and se^^g(z,q).
For q > 0 ,  0 < 3 < 1 ,  $ real, we adopt the definitions 
^®2n+3^^*^^ = 2 oos{2t+^)z 1 coexistent solutions
A ^ ~ ^2n+3 (3.23)
^  (2n+S ̂se2n+3(ZfQ.) = 2 A' ^sln(2r+3 )z J (a,q) between ag^ and
cegn+i+gCziO.) = 2 coexistent solutions
-00
^  I ^2n+l+3 (3.24)
se2n+i+Q(z»q) = E between &2n+l
-OD
b2n+2*
The iso-3 curves lie in the stable regions for Mathieu’s 
equation, while the iso-|j curves lie in the unstable regions.
Each iso-3 curve is single-valued in q, but except for the region
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below a^, each iso-|a is double-valued, in q* For constant 
|i, q at the turning-point of the iso-n curve increases with 
increase in a.
For q < 0, write (^-z) for z, obtaining 
cezn+oCfrr-Zfq.) =  oo s  “ -0tt E ( - l ) ^ A ^ ^ ’̂ ‘'’̂ ^ c o s ( 2 r + p  )z +
— QD
+ sin&TT ̂  (-1 ) ) 8in( 2r+e )z (3.25) 
-CD 2r
se2n+s(2^-2»<l) = sinjpn E(-l)^J^2^^^)cos(2r+g)z
— QD
- cos^gTT %  (-l)^A|^^‘̂ ^^sin(2r+P)z. (3.26)
— QD
If we adopt the definitions
(-if S (-l)^AH^‘̂ ^^oos(2r+3)z 7
P -OD > (3.2?)
se^n+gCz^-q) = (-l)'^^ (-l)^A|j'^^^sin(2r+3)z J
— QD
each function is a linearly independent solution of Mathieu*s 
equation. If the tabular values of (3*23) are know, those of 
(3.27) may be calculated by the aid of the following relation­
ships derived from (3.25)-(3.2?)
® ® 2 n + 3 ^ ^ * “ ^^ = ( - 1 )^C c o s | 3 tt (§?r-z,q) +sin-^3n s e g ^ ^ g ( ^ - z , q ) ]
se2n+g(z,-q) =  (-D^Csin^gn ce2^+g(|rT-z,q)-cosipn (|tt-z,q) ] .
Similar remarks apply to (3.24).
Consider a point (a,q) in a stable region of Figures 1 or 
3 between a^^ and b^^^ then 0 < 3 < 1. With q > 0 fixed, 
let a2^ be approached i 3 0. Then
°
^(2n+BUj^(2n+S)^l^(2n) ^(2n+@)^^(2n) ^SO •2r "2r 2'^2r  ̂ o ^  j 2n+3 ^2n*
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Pig. 3. Iso-gn stability chart for Mathieu functions of
fractional order. The iso-0 and iso-ta curves are symmetrical 
about the a-axis.
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Similarly, as $ 1
se2n+B(z,<l) •* seg^+^Cz.q) , oeg^^gfz.q) ->0 
-A^g“ ^  ' -* ' ■*■ 2^2r+l j ̂2n+e "* ’̂ 2n+l'
For (a,q) between and t>2n+2 21s 0 ^  0
°®2n+l+3 ^^’̂ ^ "^°®2n+l(^'^) ®®2n+l+p(z,q) ->0
(2n+l+g)^ (2n+l+e) ^ 1  (2n+l) ^
-2r-l ^2r+1 2 ^ 2r+l ®'2n+l+@ ^2n+l
as p -> 1
®®2n+l+p^^’^^ ®®2n+2^^’^^
‘̂ ®2n+l+p(^’^)
.(2n+l+P) _^.(2n+l+3 ) ^  1 _(2n+2 )
-2r-3 ^2r+1 2 ^2r +2
A_i -> 0 ^2n+l+& ■^^2n+2*
Consider the segment of any line between the curves
b^, â jj, parallel to the a-axis in an unstable region. On b^ 
and a^, ti = 0 , while at some point on the line, n attains a 
maximum value, Thus if the turning-point (nearest the a-axis) 
on the iso-jj curve is q = q^, there are two values of a for any 
q > q^ on the curve. No two iso-|j curves intersect, correspond­
ing to the same property of iso-p curves. The iso-M curves 
are asympotic to the characteristic curves b^, am which bound 
the unstable region where they lie.
Consider functions of order m + u, q > 0, When (a,q) 
lies in an unstable region between b^^ and a^^, we define the 
functions of order (2n + m) by
oeU2jj^(+z,q) = k e ^ ^ [ ^ ^ +  ^g^oos(2rz + 0 ^̂ ,) ̂  . (3 .28)
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For the region between 1^2n+l* ^2n+l S^t
~ ^1®"^ ^ 0 ^ (2r+l)z + 02r+i^ (3.29)
where k and are normalizing constants defined thus
o o 0̂  ̂ 00 o i o o
^ ^ r o  \ l / 2 p  = 1 °r k = = 1
or J / L h - 1  ̂2 .
On the upper and lower parts, and at the turning point 
of an iso-n curve, we use the symbols ceu^_^ , c e u ^ ^  , 
c e u ^ ^  respectively.
If a remains constant as (a,q) moves towards ag^ in Pig,
^ 0  and in (3.28) and ->0 ,
r > 1. When n = 0 ,  by choosing k accordingly, we obtain
ce2n(z,q). As (a,q) moves towards b^^, -> 0, a n d -> 0
^ 2r "^®2r^;^2r " 2^ ’ r > 1 so with ü  = 0 we get se2^(z,q).
Similarly the degenerate forms of (3.29) are <^®2n+l^^’^^ and
Consider functions of order m + m , q < 0, These are 
defined as follows :
®®^2n + u ^ ^ ’“^^ = (-l)^eV^^ ce^2n+p^-(2"'^)
GO
— GO
= (-l)%e E (-l)^^+^8ln[(2r+l)z4iZl2^+^]
(3.31)
When M + 0  in (3,30) and (3,31) the functions degenerate to 
®®2n^^»"^^* ®®2n+l^^»“^ ^ » M + 0 , we get se2^(z,-q),
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ce2 ^_^^(z;q) as may be expected from Fig, 3» where q < 0,
Mathieu*s equation transformed to a Rlccatl type: 
rz
Write y = e ^(z)dz^ where v = /a and (z ) is a differ­
entiable function of z. Then 
dy/dz = v&uy
d^y/dz^ = vy(d«ydz + vo)^).
Letting Cl-(2q/a)cos 2z] , Mathieu*s equation becomes
2y" + a ^  y = 0 ,  Substitution from above yields the Riccati 
type ^  ^  = 0 , (5*52)
Now suppose a > q > 0, a very large, then ^  can be neg­
lected since it is small and we get,
ù)^ = 0 ^
^  = + i/^ = + i(l - ^ o s  2z)^ 
expanding by the binomial theorem we obtain 
6Ô CL ± 1(1 - J oos 2z).z
Hence vj^ dz + iv(z - ^  sin 2z).
z
Therefore y = Exp (v J"^ dz ) <2r Exp (+ ivCz-{q/2a)sin 2z ),
By the theory of linear differential equations,
^  1  ̂ giv[z-(q/2a)sin 2z]_^ ^-iv[z-(q/2a)sin 2 z l J ^
cosLv(z - q/2a sin 2z )]
and
_  , 1 J iv[z-(q/2a)sin 2z] ^-iv[z-(q/2a)sin 2z]? ='2 —  2i L ®
sinCv(z-q/2a sin 2z)]
y = Ay^ + Byg = (A^+B^)^'^^cos[v(z-q/2a sin 2z)- tan"’̂ (“ )]
= C cos Cv(z-q/2a sin 2z) -a].
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Expansion gives
y CL (Zj^cos( ^ 8 in 2z)cos(vz-a) + sin(^sin 2z)sin(vz-a)^ 
with h = q/2v and using formulae (25.8) and (25.9 ) on pg. 105 
of [2]
00
y cz: C 1 + 2 2  J„^(h) cos4rz] cos (vs-a)L ° r=l
00 .
+ [ 2  2 J2r+1 ^^^ sin (4r+2)z ] sin (vz-a)jr=0 
00
= 2 J (h) cos C(v-2r)z-a], (3.33)
r=-0D
The approximate solution of y" + (a+2q cos 2z)y = 0
is obtained from (3.33) l)y writing -h for h. Therefore we
get
7 a  ^  ^ (-l)*^Jj,(h) cos C(v-2r)z-a].r=-QD
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CHAPTER IV 
HILLS EQUATION
Hill’s equation may take the form2
— ^ + [a-2qT|î( d/ z ) ]y = 0 (4.1)
dz^
where $( z) is a periodic differentiable function such that
I $( z ) I - 1 . Usually ÿ( <^z ) is even in z with z )dz=0 .
min
When 4/ z) = cos 2z, (4.1) becomes the standard Mathieu
equation. In certain applications it is convenient to write
(4,1) in the form
^2 00
- ""ë + (0 + 2  E cos 2rz)y = 0 (4,2)
dz^ ° r=l
00
where 0^, 02 * ©ij,* ... are assigned parameters and E I ®2rl
converges. The theory of Chapter III applies to (4.1), (4.2).
As a solution of (4.2) we take
y,(z) = e^^ E c^ e^^^^ (4.3)
r=-<3D
Where n may be real, imaginary, or complex. Substituting 
(4.3) into (4.2) gives
E(n+2ri)^C2^e^^^^ + 0 ^  E Cg^e^^^^ + 0g ECg^Ee^ +
— QD — QD — QD
^2(r-l)zl3 E 02^[e2(r+2)zl+^2(r-2)zl] + .
2 i.Equating the coefficient of e to zero, r=-® to œ  , we get 
(n+2ri) C2j.-^QC2^+92(c2^_2'‘̂ 2r+2^’'^4^‘̂ 2r-4‘̂2r+/+^'^* • ( 4 . 4 )  
or (ia+2rl)2o2^ J^®2m°2r+2m = °
-47-
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with the convention that = ©_2in* Dividing (4.4) through­
out by {fi+2^ ^ ) - (2r-iu)^ = 0^^ we get
%  G e,'2r + K Z  '°2r-2 + °2r+2> + ^<°2r-/+ ) + ••• — 0,
Giving r the values . -2 , -
leads to the set of equations
. ®2# # # # + ^-2 " C i °o " C i
®2
°-2 +
®2* # # # °o C
®2• • « • 0-2 + : °o + °2
+
=  0
=  0
=  0
The éliminant for the c is given below provided 0 ;̂̂  (2r-iu)
• • • • ®2^^o
@2/0.2 ®I|,/0_2 • • • • 
®2^^o * * • •
• ®4^^2 ®2^^2
(4.5)
= 0
It can be shown that the determinant is absolutely 
convergent, provided none of 0^^ vanishes, (see pg, 67, ref. ^
[3] and pg, 36, ref. C S D  and that cos iprr = 1 - /i(0)[1-costtG^^] 
or sin^ ^ipn = 2̂ \(0 ) sin^ 2^®o^"^^ where 0^ / 4r^.
(see pg. 69 - ref. [3])
Thus the determinant
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• . . .  1 ©4/(9o“4) . . . .
A < o )  = . . . .  Gg/e^ 1 ®2^®o . . . .
. . . .  ©i^/(©Q-4) 1 # # * #
When @2 * ®/j.» ••• are small enough, It can be shown by the
aid of the expansion for cot x that
TT cot 2tt e?
A ( 0 ) Cl 1 + ----------- —  [ ^
9 -I
4e^i/2 1-e. 2^-0 3^-9,o o
Hill*s equation transformed to a Riccati type.
First let us derive a more accurate approximate 
solution of y” + C (a=2ql(j( ) ]y = 0. Starting with
— = 0 we assume that
(4.6)
the ^  (z) being differentiable functions of z. Then
+ I ̂0 ^ 1  + + 2 oI^ù)2 (+ ...
Substituting the two above equations into the Riccati type 
equation (3 .32) gives
6̂ 0^ ^ ^ ^ i )  + Q ̂ k)2 )+.. .=0 .
Equating the coefficients of v , v” , v"” , .. . to zero yields
^  o* ^ ̂ 0 ^ 1  °
^ 1 * = 0
(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)
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From (4.7), = ± 1/? so = + ivj'^/^dz.
Prom (4,8) ^ , so + constant
= -| log
.1= log (+ i ^ )  2+ log A 
= -|( l o g ^ +  lf)+ log A
2 = log lA^ “2 ) + 1 g .
so 1  j’̂  Wgliz = + ^  — ^ )  dz.
Then by substitution from (4.6) - (4.9), if |a| > 1,
|a| > I2q | , to a second approximation
1 2 
V dJ dz = + i v y  ̂  dz + log(A/^"2)+ ^ni+ ^ — J z ) a
Hence Exp (vf^dJdz) ^
1 2 
C l  (constant) ̂ " 2  Exp (+ i / a   ^Idz).
Combining the two solutions we get
 ̂ j constant y^"°2 <p (z)dz] (4.10)
where Ç) (z) = /? — ) ,
^  / 80
Then (4.10) are independent solutions of y" + [a-2q$]y = 0,
Thus the Riccati type of equation is ^ ^ = 0
where /? ̂  = [l-2q/a|r( ^  z ) ] ; and if |a| > q > 0 , lt(^z)lmax""
its solution is (4,10), In terms of ijî we have
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^1^^^ 7 constant , /«ili\l/2
sin72 (^)
^  a (1.2Vaÿ:^/^dz +
l o  [ *" + â  fi-tzq/^tr/ T ï - T % / a m ^ ] .
The argument of the circular functions is periodic (see pg, 95 
ref. [3]) with the frequency of repetition being
.2
2a Ll“tzq/a)0 U l ^ q / a ) $ J -
”  i  C l l t t  t(t»2
= (l-2q/a1l)2 + ^ ^ q / 4 ^  f [ï-(2q/#]^ + 2all-(2q/a)$J^l
(4.12)
Under the conditions |a| > q > 0, |$( 6(Jz ) = 1 we derive
from (4,12) the approximation
f ^  a^/^“qa"^/^$ 6Ü ^ q a " {ÿ"(l+3qa"^i%) +
|q a” l̂|j'̂ (l+5qa"̂ l|j)} ]. (4.13)
The solution of (4,2) is obtained if in (4,10) we
2 <30write 0 for a, and take /? = Cl+(29 ) 2 9^„ cos 2rz],o / o
As a first approximation, with g? (z) = we get
^1^^^ I___________constant____________ °°^rgl/2 rz/, ^
f —  0 0 i/„ o j o L ,
y^(z) J lI+2/9 ) 2 0_ cos 2rz] sin cd
^ ° r=l (2/0^) 2 9^ oos2r# dz],
° r=l
(4,14)
00
This solution rests on the assumption that |9^| > 2 2  | ,
r~l
and in common with (4,11) its boundedness implies stability, 
i.e. (4,14) does not hold for an unstable region of the 
a, q-plane for Hill’s equation.
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Writing (4.1) in the form y**+ 2 q C ^  - z )] y = 0 (4.15)
with 2q > a > 0, z)\ = 1 and substituting y = e ^  dz
with = 2q we get - 3^y(-^~ (4.l6)
so from (4,15), (4.l6), if = C(a/2q) - $], (4.15)
transforms to + J ^ = 0 .
On comparison with (3*32), the approximate solution of (4,15)
is obtained by writing y  for v, and 5 f o r i n  (4.10). Thus
^  {constant)5 - | ° ° " [ ( 2 4 )2 f ^  U . i A l U l z l ^ l  dz.
yg(z) ) ^ sin î- l6q ̂  3 )
By omitting the terms in J  ** ^  we get
72<z )
oonstant(2q)^/'^ °°"[ ^ a-2q<;{^ z) | , (4.17
[a-2qÿ(^z)]-^/^ sin ° ^
The solution of Mathieu*s equation under the above conditions 
is obtained from (4.17) by writing cos 2z for 
The Nature of the Second Solution;
Let ce2j^(z) be the first solution of Mathieu*s 
equation, then the second solution can be obtained in this 
way. Let y = vcog^, then
y"= V'cog^ + 2v* oe*2n ^ '^°®”2n*
Substituting these values into the Mathieu equation we get 
v"ce2n + 2v* c e + ^^®”2n ^ (a-2q cos 2z) vce2^ = 0 .
Since 062^ is a solution, the coefficients of v vanish leav­
ing v"ce2ĵ + 2v* ce*2n “
The solution of this equation is (by separation of variables)
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T* = A/(oe2„)2
V = a J’ ̂ /(cegy^) dz + B,
Therefore
y = A oe2n dz + b  ce^^.
Let = °«2n' = °®2n
then W  (0^, 0 2 ) (x^) = 1 ,
Hence we obtained two linear independent solutions 0^ and 02» 
Similarly we can obtain second solutions of Mathieu*s equation 
for the other types of first solutions.
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APPENDIX
DINAMICAL ILLUSTRATION OF MATHIEU*S EQUATION
(f cos 2 <yt)y
Mass m
o
o
Spring
Constant
Consider the mass-linlc”spring mechanism above. The 
mass m slides on a smooth plane along the straight line CA, 
The links are massless and the pin-points at 0, A, B are 
frictionless. Also the spring is massless and at D is in 
its natural position. The displacement y is small. Apply 
a driving force >^f^cos 2cJt at B. It can be resolved into 
two components, one along BA and the other along DA, The 
component along DA is (f^cos 2 ̂ t)y and let s be the spring 
constant.
Then the equation of motion is (mass x acceleration = 
force)
m cos 2 W t ) y  - 5y
dt
or
— 5^—
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• d^v. , — ^ + (a-2q cos 2 w  t )y = 0 , 
df^
Finally putting z = u>t, the equation becomes
— + (a-2q cos 2z)y = 0 
dz^
which is the Mathieu Equation,
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